Epilepsy in Multigene Tubulin Family Mutations
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Abstract

Mutations in α- and β-tubulin genes are responsible for a large spectrum of brain malformations secondary to abnormal neuronal migration, organization, differentiation, and axon guidance and maintenance. Motor and language developmental disorders, cognitive impairment and epilepsy are the main clinical associated symptoms. Frequency and severity of these disorders are largely related with the involvement of specific tubulin genes and their functions.

The present study summarizes all the published data on tubulin family gene mutations and the associated clinical phenotype in order to define epilepsy recurrence and its characteristics.

Mutations disrupting the stability of microtubules, mainly mechanisms involving neuronal migration and organization, may play an important role in epileptogenesis. Moreover, since mutations in the α- and β- tubulin genes are responsible for a large spectrum of cortical and brain malformations, they do not show a high specificity and correlation with an epileptic phenotype unlike other MCDs-related genes. Usually seizures start early (in the first year of life) and they are more often generalized (infantile spasms, tonic, tonic-clonic) as expression of a diffuse cortical maldevelopment.

Mutations in the TUBA1A gene, causing various degrees of agyria-pachgyria spectrum, classical lissencephaly or polymicrogyria, represent among tubulin genes, the major responsible of epilepsy (about 50% of the cases).

Disorders of cortical development as polymicrogyria, various types of gyral disorganization and schizencephaly were also described in cases carrying TUBB2B gene mutations showing epilepsy in the 40%.

As far as mutations in the TUBB4A gene are concerned, despite the brain phenotype is represented by a form of leukoencephalopathy characterized by hypomyelination with atrophy of the basal ganglia and cerebellum and not by MCDs, epilepsy is present in about 40% of the mutated subjects.

On the contrary, mutations in the TUBB3 gene cause epilepsy only in 15% of cases, while seizures have never been described in association with TUBB2 gene.
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Introduction

Epilepsy, one of the most common neurological disorders, may present multiple etiologies.

Over the years, studies on families with multiple affected individuals have provided evidence about the key role of genes in determining epilepsy [1-3]. Two main different groups of genes have been studied: first, mutations in genes playing a role in neuronal membrane electrical stabilization (mostly channellopathy), not associated with structural cortical abnormalities [1]; second, mutations in genes regulating the brain development leading to major structural cortical abnormalities (malformations of cortical development, MCDs) associated with specific neuroradiological patterns [2,3]. In these last cases, the involved genes govern mechanisms of neuronal proliferation, migration and postmigrational cortical organization and connectivity.

About two decades ago, with the widespread availability of new molecular genetics and neuroradiology techniques, the study of the genes involved in processes of cerebral cortical development has greatly increased, and more than 100 genes have been reported to date [2,4,5]. Among MCDs-related genes, a key role is played by genes encoding microtubules (MTs), proteins with the function of providing structures and forces needed by neurons to migrate and to develop axonal and dendritic processes [6]. In recent years, mutations in the tubulin multigene family have been suggested to be involved in the alteration of the dynamic properties and functions of microtubules in several ways, leading to a broad spectrum of disorders of brain development, namely “Tubunopathies” [4,7,8].

The present review describes in detail the tubulin genes family and its role in brain development. All the published data on tubulin family gene mutations and the associated clinical phenotype are summarized in order to define epilepsy recurrence and its characteristics.
Multigene tubulin family

In higher eukaryotes, tubulin proteins are encoded by the family of neurally expressed α- and β- tubulin genes (i.e., TUBA1A, TUBB2B, TUBB3, TUBB4A, TUBB2A, TUBB, TUBB8A), evolutionary conserved among different species, mainly expressed in post mitotic neurons in the early stage of cortical development, with a specific spatial and temporal expression pattern. Tubulin proteins play a key role in several cellular processes crucial for a proper cortical development during neuronal proliferation, migration, differentiation, cortical laminar organization, and axonal guidance of the radial glia (axon outgrowth and maintenance) [7].

Tubulins are dimeric proteins consisting of two closely α and β related subunits and represent the major constituents of microtubules [9]. Each tubulin protein contains three separate structural domains (i.e., N-terminal nucleotide-binding, intermediate, C-terminal). The N-Terminal nucleotide-binding domain forms the GTP binding site required for protein folding and stability and the proper conformation of longitudinal protofilaments. This highly conserved region is found in both chains and acts as a flexible loop controlling the access of the nucleotide to the binding site. Its interactions with the intermediate domain leads to structural rearrangements, resulting from the hydrolysis of the GTP bound and microtubule depolymerization. Other residues within this domain mediate longitudinal and lateral interactions, flanking the side and inner surface on heterodimer that are necessary for both heterodimer and microtubule stability. Residues at the C-terminus, forming α helices on the external surface of the tubulin, interact with motor proteins and microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) kinesin and dynein, regulating the dynamic behavior of microtubules, necessary for neuronal migration, differentiation and axonal guidance [9-11].

The microtubule has highly specialized roles within neurons during brain development. The disruption of microtubule-based processes can lead to impairment in neuronal migration and axon tract formation, leading to a broad range of brain malformations. Therefore, mechanisms of microtubule stability are involved in neuronal migration, while microtubule dynamic in the growth of axonal cone is required for axonal growth [11-14].

Mutations in the α- and β- tubulin genes may be widely distributed among the three domains of the proteins, perturbing dynamic properties and functions of microtubules according to their structural location. Mutations can disrupt interaction with the GTP nucleotide or the region adjacent to it, which is relevant to the interaction and regulation action of microtubule dynamics. Another subset of mutations can be located at the contact surfaces between the intra and the heterodimer leading to alteration of the longitudinal protofilament interactions [11-14]. A third group of mutations disrupt residues laying in proximity to the interface between the N-terminal and the intermediate domains, affecting the heterodimer stability and/or the dynamic properties of microtubules, with severe implications in processes of neuronal migration [8]. Finally, mutations can interact with residues on the surface of microtubules, that mediate protein interactions with kinesin, dynein and other MAPs, with consequences on axonal guidance and maintenance.

Mutations in α- and β- tubulin genes are responsible for a large spectrum of overlapping brain malformations characterized by abnormal neuronal migration, organization, differentiation, and axon guidance and maintenance as cortical abnormalities (agyria-pachygyria spectrum, nodular heterotopias, polymicrogyria and schizencephaly), defects of commissural axon tracts, dysmorphisms of basal ganglia and brainstem, rare forms of leuкоencephalopathy with degeneration of motor and sensor axons and, as recently described, cerebellar dysplasia [10,11,15-23]. Despite this overlapping phenotype, mutation-specific phenotypes in tubulin isoforms exist, due both to the specific function of the related isotype and to the different functional areas of the protein involved leading to a genotype/phenotype correlation, based not only on the primary sequence of the protein, but also on the tertiary structure and the three-dimensional arrangement of the protein [9].

In a recent study, Cushion et al analyzed indeed the correlation between α- and β- tubulin genes mutation location and the associated broad phenotype, showing how variability in tubulin-related disorders depends on how each aminoacid substitution alters specific microtubule functions (i.e., mutations that predominantly interfere with heterodimerization may not affect cortical development) [15].

Tubulin clinical phenotypes and epileptogenesis

The role of mutations in the α- and β-tubulin genes family in the determination of epilepsy is complex, depending on the way they alter the dynamic properties and functions of microtubules. This may include: the reduction of the number of functional tubulin heterodimers, the alteration of GTP binding and the disruption of the binding of other proteins to microtubules (motor proteins and other MAPs). Among them, the main role in determining epilepsy is played by mutations that disrupt stability of MTs, which are primarily involved in mechanisms of neuronal migration and organization, while perturbations of the microtubule dynamic, which have a crucial function in the axonal growth and guidance, are less frequently associated with epileptic phenotypes.

As widely underlined by recent literature, the key features related to tubulin-genes disorders are expression of abnormal axonal guidance mechanisms, such as defects of commissural axon tracts and dysmorphisms of basal ganglia, rather than cortical abnormalities. expression of abnormal neuronal migration mechanisms [10,13,24-26]. Consequently, in tubulin-genes disorders, epilepsy should not be considered a predominant symptom. When present, it is described with a wide range of severity (from a mild clinical presentation and spontaneous regression to intractable seizures, such as infantile spasms), without a specific pattern and it is often associated with MCDs [27].

In fact, malformations of cortical development are the major cause of epilepsy with a range of severity depending on the type of cortical defects. The seizures onset typically starts early in infancy or childhood. Epilepsy in MCDs is the consequence of either the malpositioning of normal cortical neurons or the presence of abnormal cortical neurons leading to abnormal cortical circuities. An imbalance between the excitatory (glutamnergic) and inhibitory (Gammaminobutyric acid, GABAergic) systems, which would normally control electrical discharges and prevent spontaneous abnormal electrical discharges and seizures, may be consequently observed. Dysmaturity of neuronal networks and GABA synaptic activity cause depolarizing actions similar to immature developing networks, thus activating epileptogenic circuitry [5,28]. Moreover, since they have a key role in several pathways of cortical development, mutations in genes encoding microtubule-related proteins might result in epileptic disorders, as the consequence of failure of normal neural circuit formation.
On the basis of the type of MCDs, specific clinical patterns can be observed, and, among these, a homogeneous epileptic phenotype is possible to recognize. For instance, cortical malformations as the agryria-pachygyria spectrum or nodular heterotopia, mainly associated to mutations in the Lissencephaly 1 (LIS1), Doublecortin (DCX), Filamin A (FLNA) or Reelin (REL) genes, all encoding MTs, each of them with a specific role in causing epilepsy, show a typical epileptic phenotype as far as concern the onset, frequency and type of seizures and response to therapy [15,29]. On the contrary, mutations in α-and β-tubulin genes, responsible for a large spectrum of cortical and brain malformations do not show such a high specificity and correlation with the epileptic phenotype.

Among the α- and β-tubulin genes family, those mainly associated with epilepsy are Tubulin α-1A (TUBA1A) (about 50% of the cases), Tubulin β-2B (TUBB2B) (about 40%), and Tubulin β-4A (TUBBA4A) (about 40%). On the contrary, mutations in Tubulin β-3 (TUBB3) gene cause epilepsy only in about 15% of cases, while seizures has never been described in Tubulin β (TUBB) gene [7].

**Tubulin α-1A (TUBA1A) gene [ORPHA171680, OMIM 611603]**

MCDs associated to mutations in the TUBA1A gene showed various degrees of lissencephaly, ranging from complete loss of gyri and sulci (agyria) to brain with PMG/PMG-like patterns have been also documented [24-26]. Among the α- and β-tubulin genes family, those mainly associated to mutations in the TUBA1A genes, primarily leading to disorders of migration mechanisms. These phenotypes were reminiscent of mouse models of lissencephaly (LIS1, DCX, REL) [30].

The TUBA1A gene is highly expressed in post-mitotic neurons, but not in glia in the human and mouse brain. Murine expression studies showed that the TUBA1A gene is largely absent from the proliferative ventricular zone and its expression peaks at 16.5 embryonic day when neurons migration require extension of leading processes (i.e., translocation of the nucleus and retraction of trailing processes) [24]. More recently, this spectrum of MCDs was broadened and associations with perisylvian PMG/PMG-like patterns have been also documented [24-26]. Histological examinations in brain affected by TUBA1A mutations revealed structural abnormalities of cortex, a fractured pyramidal layer of the hippocampus, defects attributed to impairment of neuronal migration mechanisms. These phenotypes were reminiscent of mouse models of lissencephaly (LIS1, DCX, REL) [30].

The TUBA1A gene is highly expressed in post-mitotic neurons, but not in glia in the human and mouse brain. Murine expression studies showed that the TUBA1A gene is largely absent from the proliferative ventricular zone and its expression peaks at 16.5 embryonic day when neurons migration require extension of leading processes (i.e., translocation of the nucleus and retraction of trailing processes) [24]. Similarly, neuritis outgrowth requires the stable support and dynamic force generated by microtubules. All these processes are reliant on dynamic microtubules networks and they are impaired in mutations in the TUBA1A genes, primarily leading to disorders of migration respect to axonal guidance [30].

The epilepsy described to date in patients carrying mutations in the TUBA1A gene (about 50% of the cases) present various seizures patterns, including early-onset epileptic seizures as infantile spasms, tonic, early generalized tonic-clonic, and focal seizures [7]. These may evolve in atypical absence seizures or myoclonic and atonic drop seizures in later childhood.

**Tubulin β-2B (TUBB2B) gene [ORPHA300573, OMIM 610031]**

Bilateral asymmetric PMG was the initial phenotype associated with mutations in the TUBB2B gene [30]. Subsequently, the spectrum of associated MCDs has broadened and various types of lissencephaly as well as more complex gyral disorganization and schizencephaly (SCH) were found [31-35]. In a recent study on mice models, Breuss et al. analyzed the expression pattern of the tubulin isoform tubb2b, high in postmitotic regions dominated by migrating and differentiating neurons, which is restricted to macroglia in the 8-week-old cortex (corpus callosum, anterior commissure and internal capsule) [36]. Its expression involve hippocampi, Purkyne and granule cells layer of cerebellum. Analysis conducted on TUBB2B gene mutations to date, concluded that, as for the TUBA1A gene, these mutations influence the tubulin heterodimer folding and their incorporation into microtubules in different ways, thus leading to combinations of impairment in neuronal migration and radial glia dysfunction [31]. Epilepsy was described in about 40% of subjects carrying TUBB2B gene defects with a wide range of presentation (infantile spasms and focal seizures) [7,33].

**Tubulin β-3 (TUBB3) gene [ORPHA300570, OMIM 614039]**

Mutations in the TUBB3 gene were first described in axon guidance disorders (e.g., corpus callosum abnormalities, hypoplasia of oculomotor nerves and congenital fibrosis of extraocular muscles), [37,38] without neuronal migration defects or microcephaly in contrast with previously described TUBA1A and TUBB2B gene mutations. Thereafter, PMG and simplified and disorganized gyral patterning were also described in few individuals carrying defects in the TUBB3 gene [39,40]. More recently, a specific mutation of the TUBB3 gene (i.e., EK104 phenotype) was described in a new fascinating phenotype as resulting from an axonal path-finding defects characterized by peripheral neuropathy, defective olfactory function, photophobia, cyclic vomiting and hypogonadotropic hypogonadism [29,40]. Taken together, these findings imply that the phenotype related to the TUBB3 gene involve primarily axonal guidance mechanisms with low levels of epileptogenicity in subjects carrying TUBB3 gene mutations (about 15% of cases show seizures) [7].

**Tubulin β-4A (TUBBA4A) gene [ORPHA98805 OMIM 602662]**

In recent years, a specific phenotype has been described in association with mutations in the TUBB4 gene, characterized by whispering dysphonia, generalized dystonia, ataxic gait (horse boy), but without neuroradiological and defined dystonia type 4 (DYT4) [41,42]. A rare form of leukoencephalopathy, characterized by hypomielination with atrophy of the basal ganglia and cerebellum (H-ABC), has been described also associated to mutations of the TUBB4A gene [18-21], supporting the hypothesis that tubulin genes have subtle, but yet distinct roles in microtubular dynamics and functions, according to cell type and neurodevelopmental time points [9]. Despite the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for these phenotypes remain to be defined, it has been demonstrated that this gene is expressed at low levels in developing brain, but it is highly transcribed in adult cerebellum, brainstem and striatum [30]. Intriguingly, also in one patient carrying mutation in the TUBB3 without supratentorial malformation – but only with cerebellar dysplasia – partial complex seizure are described. Epilepsy is present in about 40% of the subjects carrying mutations in the TUBB4A gene [7,22].

For the following tubulin genes the number of mutated patients is limited and observations are difficult to draw:

**Tubulin α-8 (TUBA8) [ORPHA2509, OMIM 613180]**

Only one mutation was reported of the TUBA8 gene, observed in two related families associated to generalized PMG and optic nerve
hypoplasia [43]. Braun et al showed in their study, the expression at very low levels of the TUBB8 gene in the developing brain in mice and humans suggesting its role is not pathogenic at all [24]. All the cases described showed seizures [7].

**Tubulin, β-2A (TUBB2A) gene [OMIM 615101]**

Mutations in the TUBB2 gene were described in two unrelated individuals with simplified gyral patterning and infantile-onset focal epilepsy in all the cases [17].

**Tubulin β (TUBB) gene [OMIM 191130]**

Mutations in the TUBB gene have been described in three unrelated cases, all presenting microcephaly, one of them showing a phenotype characterized by focal PMG associated with localized band heterotopias, none showing epilepsy [39]. Studies on transgenic mouse showed that the TUBB gene is expressed in radial glial progenitors, intermediate progenitors and post-mitotic neurons, so it is involved in neurogenic division and migration processes and its depletion result in neuronal migration defects. It not clear why it is not associated with epileptic seizures, but surely the use of larger samples of patients carrying TUBB gene mutations is warranted in future studies, in order to achieve a better comprehension of the associated disease and clinical patterns.

**Conclusion**

The present review confirms the involvement of mutations in the tubulin-encoding genes in a large spectrum of brain malformations, and their role in epilepsy determinism.

Epileptogenicity of tubulin genes' mutations is a complex phenomenon, depending on the way they alter the dynamic properties and functions of microtubules. Seizures appear mainly when mutations lead to MCDs as it happens in TUBA1A, TUBB2B and TUBB3, while they are less frequent when mutations are associated with axonal guidance disorders.

Epileptic seizures, when present, start early (i.e., during the first year of life) and are more often generalized (e.g., infantile spasms, tonic, tonic-clonic) as expression of a diffuse cortical maldevelopment. A specific pattern is not described and severity show a large range of variability.

Little is known about outcome even if drug resistant seizures are very rare and a good response to therapy is often observed.
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